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Point of View

Platform business
model for banking
Who would have thought a few years
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This point of view, put together by the

ago that some of the most successful

and Sangeet Paul Choudary, authors of

Banking Visionaries Council instituted by

businesses to capture our imagination

“Platform Revolution”, have given us a

Infosys Finacle, explores how banks can

would include a taxi company that would

useful definition of a platform as “… a

achieve the explosive success of new age

become the world’s largest without owning

business based on enabling value-creating

platform businesses like Uber, Alibaba

a single vehicle, a hospitality provider

interactions between external producers

and Amazon. This council brings together

that would accommodate guests in more

and consumers. The platform provides

a select group of senior business and

than a million rooms, none of which it

an open, participatory infrastructure for

technology leaders from global banking

owned, and the world’s most popular

these interactions and sets governance

community with a singular purpose - Solve

media owner, which incidentally, created

conditions for them. The platform’s

most pertinent problems with the research

zero content? Welcome to the platform

overarching purpose: to consummate

and collective thought leadership efforts.

business, a metaphor for success in the age

matches among users and facilitate the

The objective of this paper is to share

of digitization.

exchange of goods, services, or social

insights regarding the strategies that

currency, thereby enabling value creation

banks can adopt in their platform journey

for all participants.”

along with case studies of progressive

While the banking business hasn’t changed
so fundamentally, it is also becoming
many new things – more open, more

In banking, the platform model will enable

collaborative, more diversified into non-

institutions to sharpen their ecosystem

financial products and more invisible.

strategy and build a sustainable revenue

In response, financial institutions are

source in the times of falling interest

being forced to reexamine their entities

incomes.

and come up with a structure, which fits
this changing definition. It is becoming
increasingly apparent that that structure is
platform banking.
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banks who are making this transition.

Building a
platform bank
From a bank’s standpoint, there are two

services, compliance capabilities, and so

Large corporations typically have messy

ways in which it can build a platform

forth – with the ecosystem and enhance

working relationships with their banks,

business. The first is as a platform provider

its own interests in the process. But it is

characterized by massive information

that curates or participates in a wider

not sufficient to merely expose business

exchange and cumbersome uploads/

ecosystem to enable value-creating

capabilities and assume the users /

downloads. At some point, the customer

interactions; the second is as a service

partners will come. The bank has to ensure

will ask for a more efficient and direct way

provider that takes the value from the

a high quality experience by providing

to communicate with the bank. In the past,

ecosystem to end customers.

the tools and sandboxes to tailor APIs to

this ended up in a host-to-host connection,

Platform provider
perspective

the context in which they will be used,

which allowed easier communication but

documentation to help business users

was not sustainable because it lacked

understand the capabilities on offer, and

standardization. The API is a better

The modern bank is an amalgamation

API management guidelines stating who

alternative, enabling banks to expose

is authorized to use them, in what context,

every little service that their big corporate

of products, services, distribution,

1

Embed
banking in customer
chosen applications

2

Participate
in a ecosystem

3

Curate an
ecosystem

4

Buy an
ecosystem player

5

Offer banking
as service

6

Offer service
to other banks

Six strategies of APIs led business development
APIs ++
APIs, Sandbox, Documentation, API Management, Appstore, Business services

Bank
Products, Services, Distribution, Applications, Operations, Data, License, Compliance

applications, operations, data, licenses,

under which conditions and at what price.

customers can pick and choose and

compliance, etc. To fall in line with open

There are 6 distinct ways in which the bank

structure as per need. Besides corporate

banking trends, the bank can combine any

can leverage APIs to develop its business.

customers, digital businesses, such as

of these components into APIs to allow

1. Embed banking in the customer’s
application or form factor of
choice

Fintech firms and ecommerce companies,

third parties access to its capabilities.
The point to note here is that APIs are
not just a piece of software waiting to be
published; they are a way for the bank to

The corporate customer is the low

share parts of the business – products,

hanging fruit for any bank offering APIs.

are also a good target because they are
always looking for APIs on which they can
build new, better experiences.
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Now the challenge before banks is to find a
way to embed their services in their clients’
applications, form factors and business
processes so they can provide greater
value to their end customers. Banks are
accomplishing this by setting up API stores
and development centers, and exposing
their APIs for these clients to use. Starting
out with a basic set, banks are periodically
publishing new APIs based on their clients’
demands.

The expected outcomes of these efforts
include the introduction of their products
to the customers of third parties who will
use them via non-banking channels and
access to new developments that can be
leveraged to benefit their own customers.
This indeed results in increased reach for
the bank to customers of these third party
providers. From a financial perspective,
banks hope to monetize APIs by charging
third parties a fee for using their offerings,
and earn additional revenue by selling

products to the customers of those third
parties.

Examples of banks pursuing this
strategy include BBVA, which has built
an API marketplace, and Citibank, with
its developer portal. The Citi Developer
Community offers APIs in 3 countries and 8
categories, from account management and
peer-to-peer payments to Citi rewards and
investment purchases. Mastercard, Virgin
Money Participate in an ecosystem.

Case example: BBVA
BBVA had been working with over 1500

“By opening commercially our data and

All services are available in sandbox

developers and businesses for an year to

services, BBVA is turning ‘open banking’

and production environment. Access to

deliver their Open API service. In May 2017,

- a model that is going to speed up the

Sandbox environment is for everyone,

BBVA made eight of its APIs commercially

transformation of the financial industry

however access to production is only for

available to companies, startups and

- into a reality,” says Derek White, global

companies. In the sandbox stage, third

developers. With this the bank is enabling

head of customer solutions at BBVA. “Not

parties can integrate the bank’s products

integration of its customer data with third

only are we adapting to EU standard PSD2,

and services into their own interfaces, but

party products and services.

which aims to boost competition in the

can’t actually offer them to their customers.

industry, but are actually aiming to become

In the production environment, the bank

the best platform on which to build new

evaluates seriously before granting access

digital experiences. This is a customer-led

and all applications will be analyzed by a

business opportunity.”

group of experts within the bank.

The service is currently available in US and
Spain. Subsequently, the bank is looking
to expand in Turkey, Mexico, Latin America
and elsewhere.

Case example: Citi’s Global API Developer Hub

Citi opened its architecture and technology

its partnerships with fintech firms and

services and experiences to meet our

to third party developers by launching its

consumer brands. Even before the launch

clients’ financial needs today and in the

global API developer hub in November

of the hub, Mastercard, Virgin Money and

future.”

2016. The hub gives developers access

Wonder were working with Citi to use the

to over 49 APIs across eight categories,

APIs to develop products and services.

including account management, peer
to peer payments, money transfer to
institutions, Citi rewards, investment
purchases and account authorization.
Through the hub, Citi wanted to build
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Within a month, the platform saw
registrations from 1,500. Additional

At the launch of the hub, Stephen Bird,

partners now include honestbee, Lazada

CEO, global consumer banking, Citi, said:

and BestBuy. The service are currently

“By creating a collaborative ecosystem of

available in three markets, namely

leading brands and developers, we will be

Singapore, Australia, and the United States.

able to offer a complete suite of products,
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2. Participate in an ecosystem

3. Curate an ecosystem

A bank can participate in an ecosystem

A number of banks are taking the lead

of banks, trading partners and shipping

either voluntarily or because it is

in curating an ecosystem to build their

companies have jointly built a Blockchain-

compelled by law. In the first case,

business. Recently, HSBC launched the

based network that facilitates quick, easy

the decision is driven by strategic

HSBC Connections Hub, a social network

and secure passage of information and

considerations, such as the benefit of being

for business customers where they can

documentation in import-export deals.

part of a giant ecosystem created by Apple

connect with buyers and sellers (also HSBC

Pay, Google Pay or Amazon. In the second

customers) worldwide.

scenario, such as that mandated by the
Payment Services Directive 2 in Europe
or “expected” by the National Payments
Corporation of India, the bank has no
choice but to sign up.
Banks choosing to join such ecosystems
hope to monetize them through revenue
sharing, higher customer acquisition rates
and lower cost of operations.

ecosystem are to build a well-matched

In 2016, Deutsche Bank pioneered

community of producers and consumers,

“UnternehmerPortal”, a digital platform

and increase customer loyalty by providing

where SME customers could access

greater value. Monetization opportunities

benchmarking, business intelligence, credit

are indirect, including reduction in cost

monitoring and trade information tools, as

of customer acquisition/ retention, and

well as interact with each other.

lead generation. There is also a possibility

Other banks are working in partnership, or
with a consortium to do similar things. Last
year, ICICI Bank and Emirates NBD piloted a

Thus far, more than 2,000 financial

Blockchain-based network for international

institutions in the United States, 14 in

remittances. A few months ago, seven

Canada, and approximately 80 and 300 in

banks in Singapore collaborated to create

Europe and Asia respectively, have signed

a money transfer facility called PayNow,

up with Apple Pay. In India, around 35

which only needs a mobile number or

banks are participating in the recently

NRIC to work. There is another ecosystem-

introduced Unified Payments Interface.

in-the-making in India, where a number
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The primary goals of curating an

of earning advertising revenue from
merchants. The HSBC Connections Hub,
for instance, connects the Bank’s business
clients, which makes for good matches
since there is trust between the parties.
Those who sign up can upload their
own business profiles and view those
of others, and review buyers and sellers
recommended by the platform, among
other things.

Case example: HSBC Connections Hub

HSBC launched HSBC Connections Hub

diligence on potential customers and

Businesses can also add specific

to enable businesses to connect with

suppliers on the platform.

opportunities to the network, which other

suppliers and buyers in key markets. This
is a multi-lingual platform that is open to
businesses in Canada, Mainland China,
Hong Kong, India, Mexico, Singapore,
the UK and the USA. With this platform,
businesses can leverage HSBC’s global
network of corporate customers.
According to HSBC, this platform is a
social network for businesses. Users of
this platform, join an exclusive network
that is focused on building trustworthy
partnerships. Since other business are
customers of HSBC, companies can save
time and effort in vetting and doing due

All customers are required to create
a business profile on the platform to
represent their brand, providing details on
their company information, products or

users can filter based on product or service
type, value and location. Personalized
updates appear in a ‘What’s New’ section
on each user’s homepage.

services, location(s) and business interests.

To help businesses navigate the world

The bank has a matching engine that

of international trade and boost their

highlights potential buyers and sellers in

understanding of new markets, the HSBC

other markets.

Connections Hub hosts a library of country

Alternatively, customers can search and
view the profiles of specific businesses

guides as well as fresh news and insightful
articles.

using variables such as location, industry

Though HSBC will not charge for the

and products or services. Users can send

service, it is a good example of how banks

a private message to their target business

are seeking any competitive edge they

partners via the HSBC Connections Hub.

can to draw customers at a time when
commercial loan growth has slowed.

4. Buy out or invest in an ecosystem
player

5. Offer banking as a service

There is also merit in a contrary viewpoint,

complementary strengths of regular banks

which says that instead of spending effort

and Fintech companies/ neo banks to serve

in growing a new ecosystem organically,

up a banking offering to customers. Here,

banks can buy out or invest in existing

the Fintech firm or neo bank relies on a

players to gain quick access to their

licensed bank for basic banking elements,

ecosystems. Alibaba is a case in point for

such as technology stack, operations,

its investment in India’s payments and

network connections and compliance,

ecommerce platform, Paytm, as is French

all of which are delivered as a service, on

lender, Groupe BPCE, which acquired

top of which it builds new experiences

Germany’s platform-based Fidor Bank last

and value propositions to offer to end

year.

This strategy is based on combining the

customers. The Moven-CBW combine
is an example of this. So is Germany’s
Fidor Bank, which provides a full stack of
banking services, including license shelter,
customer support and marketing, required
by a digital bank. The users – typically
startups and non-banks – can build their
own customer experience on top using
templates for native and responsive apps.
Telecom company O2, for instance, offers
a credit card (on top of Fidor’s banking
services) to its customers. Fidor hopes to
earn revenue by white-labeling its services
for such partners and profit by sharing in
their growth.
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Case example: Fidor Bank

Moneytap is an Indian Fintech company,

underwriting tools and services, and

top of their APIs using their templates for

which consumes banking as a service

generally acts as an intermediary between

native and responsive apps.

and layers its own proposition – to help

the borrower and the lending bank.

customers find quick, short-term loans
– on top. The company finds and enrols
customers, gathers all the necessary
information for underwriting, provides

Fidor bank not only offers technology, but

Fidor Bank offers a complete Business

also a license shelter, customer support,

Process Outsourcing services shared

card services and marketing.

infrastructure for startups and non-banks
wanting to offer banking service. These
players can build customer experience on

An example here is a mobile
telecommunication company, Telefonica

Deutschland, that launched a mobile only

app with full banking services to their

services, which ride on the Wechat

bank account, built on Fidor’s platform.

customer base.

network, to smaller banks that cannot

O2 Banking offers transactions via mobile

6. Offer services to other traditional
banks

afford to build a real-time payment service

how a third party can create a new banking

This approach is similar to “banking as a

who want to make payments despite not

experience on top of a platform created

service”, except that here the service is also

owning a product of that kind.

by an established bank. Within 12 months

offered to other banks. China’s Webank is

O2 has introduced the first mobile banking

doing exactly this, offering its payment

phone number, small instant loans, and
better mobile data plans. Good example
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on their own. With this arrangement, the
target bank is able to hold on to customers

Service provider perspective
Instead of acting as a platform provider –
which is the case so far – the bank could
build its platform business as a service
provider. Hence the role changes from
platform owner/governor to financial
services marketplace operator, with a focus
on maximizing value for the customer with
whichever product – own or rival – does
that best. The bank moves away from
being a universal bank with all products
under its roof, to become an aggregator of
a full range of products sourced in multiple
ways: created in-house, built by partners,

jointly created, and procured from
competitors. To illustrate, here are some
examples of each: As a financial services
marketplace, the bank offers its own
home loans, life and auto insurance from
a sister company, a small business loan it
has created along with an online lending
platform in which it has a stake, and a high
interest earning deposit product from a
competitor bank. It rounds off its portfolio
with non-financial products and services,
such as holiday packages, airtime, and tax
collection, which increase opportunities for

Now, while the bank’s broad objectives
remain the same (enhancing customer
experience, value etc.) regardless of
whether it is a platform or service provider,
in the latter scenario, it prioritizes customer
interest above all else. What this means is
that the bank could very well offer a rival
product ahead of its own, if it thinks that is
in the best interests of the customer. The
bank could also distribute those products
through its API partners, in addition to
using its own channels.

customer engagement.

API led platform approach
FinTechs, Partners, Clients, Other
Financial Institutions

Own channels
Assisted, Unassisted

Financial services marketplace
Shift towards being a true financial partner
Customer insights, personalised, contextual offerings

Self created
Such as deposit
and loans

Complimentary
partner products
Such as insurance

Joint products
Such as ondesk and
JP Morgan

Non-financial
products
Movie tickets, flight
tickets

Competing third
party products
Such as deposits with
higher interest rates

Customer banking
data held by
other providers

Case example: SkyShopper: Emirates NBD’s e-commerce platform
Emirates NBD recently launched it’s online
retail platform, SkyShopper. This is the
latest in the series of digital launches by
the bank.
The retail platform is open for the bank’s
debit and credit card users, accepting
only electronic payment. Through the
platform, the bank’s customers can pay for
items including flights, hotels, electronics,

fashion items, groceries, entertainment
and international shopping using one
check-out.
For the platform, Emirates NBD has
partnered with a number of retailers and
online players. Currently, the platform has
aggregated content from 10 sites and the
bank expects to add 10 more over the
next six months. Some of the prominent

brands on the platform include travel
sites Cleartrip and Musafir, fashion portal
Namshi and electronics stores Axiom,
Jumbo and Sharaf DG.
The platform will not be revenue
generating for the bank, but will allow
the bank’s card holders safe and simple
access – with discounts – to sites that are
becoming part of their daily life.
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Banking on API
• A “payments” API to allow third party

Since the API marketplace is the

BBVA API Marketplace

cornerstone of platform banking, we

For a better picture of the way things
stand, let us take a look at the BBVA API
catalog, which features the following
categories, and the number of APIs in each:

• An “accounts” API to access key account

accounts of business customers in
standard format (1)

• A “cards” API to enable integration of pre-

way to go before it can claim to have a

• A “PayStats” API allowing access to card

Rates

Notifications

purchase data for business intelligence (1)

Onboarding

Offers

Transactions

Locators

Loans

Insurances

Customers

Calculators

Investments

authorized bank card data (3)

stable model that earns revenue.

BBVA API
Marketplace
Citi

Number of
Developers

which means that the industry has a long

Cards

• A “business accounts” API to download

data and enhance financial management
services (3)

about 8. This is nowhere near extensive,

Rewards

with most banks restricting themselves to

Business
Accounts

of operations performed in BBVA by preauthorized users (3)

and update customer records (12

published in a maximum of 11 categories,

Authorise

• A “notifications” API sending notifications

• A “customers” API to easily create, retrieve

Fidor (40+) and RBL (40). The APIs were

Accounts

access to customer loans and conditions (2)

Total
number of
APIs
(Categories)

led the pack, closely followed by OCBC (45),

• A “loans” API enabling consent-based

Utilities

model. With 49 APIs to its name, Citibank

Trade

have been quite vocal in their belief in this

apps to offer money transfer services to
pre-authorized users (5)

Services

studied the offerings of 6 banks, which

8

1500

49 (8)

1500

Capital One
Fidor Bank

40+

OCBC

45 (11)
40

RBL Bank

BBVA API Marketplace: resources in each category
12

5
3

3

3
2
1

Customers

Accounts
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Paystats

1

Payments

Loans

Notifications

Business
Accounts

Cards

API maturity curve
As the main instrument of engagement
with the ecosystem, the API is extremely
important in platform banking. Hence it is
necessary to understand it in some detail.
The first thing to ask is whom the API is
intended for and how it will be accessed;

banks would have published at least 5

greater risk and gives users less flexibility.

external APIs, an insignificant number by

And that is a trade-off that requires careful

any reckoning. As banks progress on their

consideration.

platform journey, they must keep track
of how many APIs – and what kind – they
have published vis-à-vis their business
vision.

The fourth thing to consider about APIs is
their data. Most banks currently have APIs
running in a sandbox with dummy data.
But that is of no consequence since the

It is also important to decide the level of

real objective is to go live with production

granularity. For instance, will a single API

data. While they develop the necessary

cater to all customer profile updates, or will

governance mechanism to take their APIs

there be separate ones for say, address and

live, banks should use the window for

telephone number? While a monolithic

onboarding partners and making other

The second detail is breadth. The graphic

API is easier to maintain and manage than

preparations.

above says that by 2018 half of the big

multiple small APIs, it exposes the bank to

is it to be used within the bank, or by a
community of select partners such as
Fintechs and SMEs, or even a third party
with whom the bank has no relationship?

APIs Types

Private, Partner, Public

Breadth of APIs

Coverage against the business vision / demand

Granularity of APIs

Customer update vs telephone no. update

API users

Developers, FinTechs, Corporates, SMEs

Data

Sandbox, production data
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API management: Key
components
API management has 4 key components,

guidelines. The API gateway is a technical

implementation tools and guidelines for API

namely, registry, gateway, developer portal

component that enables, monitors and

integration, support and testing services,

and app store. The registry is a catalog that

manages access to APIs. It also provides

and use cases. The fourth component, an

allows developers, corporate customers

detailed usage analytics, which is useful

app store for showcasing apps – mobile

and other users to quickly discover the

for generating both revenue and bills.

banking, ERP, shopping etc. – built on top of

APIs available for their consumption

The developer portal, an interface to

the bank’s APIs, is optional.

along with their purpose, data structure,

engage with developers, has a sandbox

performance capabilities and usage

for experimentation, learning resources,

API Registry

API Gateway

App Store
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Developer Portal

What’s coming
Over the next few years, banks will need

More data will flow thanks to regulations

slips into this new paradigm, it will need

to make a choice between the various

such as PSD2, but it will also be accessible

to summon all the resources available,

banking-as-a-platform strategies discussed

to all. Therefore competitive differentiation

including owned and third party products,

in this document. The new way of banking

will stem from how well a bank uses that

channels and data, to do the one thing that

will involve an expanded product factory

data and the power of its ecosystem

matters the most, which is to enhance the

encompassing owned and competing

to make banking easier, faster, more

financial lives of its customers.

products, both financial and non-financial.

contextual and frictionless. As the bank
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About Banking
Visionaries Council
(BVC)
Banking Visionaries Council has been

within the industry. The purpose of this

constituted by Infosys Finacle to

council is to solve most pertinent problems

collaborate with senior business and

with research and collective thought

technology leaders from banking

leadership efforts. Currently, the council

community to develop actionable point-

has twenty members strong board with

of-views around contemporary themes

representation from eleven countries

This point of view paper is an abridged
version of the collaborative research work
done by the council. For more information
on the council, please reach out to
finacle@edgeverve.com.

across six continents.

Share key market development and trends observed in
respective geos with rest of the group

Collaborate to develop actionable point-of-view on how
banks can leverage emerging trends

Openly discuss learning from innovation initiatives taken
by respective banks
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